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Quick Facts
Summary
As you begin your digital transformation journey,
you need robust access governance technologies
to bring digital services and applications to employees and business partners without exposing
sensitive information to the wrong eyes. Using
the SAP® Access Control application as the backbone of access governance, you can automate
and accelerate administration of user access
while securing your applications, processes,
and data against the risk of unauthorized use.
Objectives  
•• Manage digital identities to meet access
requirements in hybrid IT environments
•• Identify and remedy access violations and
segregation-of-duties conflicts to minimize
access risk
•• Eliminate manual user provisioning and reduce
the duration and cost of audits
•• Empower the business to administer its own
systems in accordance with established
policies
•• Make life easier for business users with a
graphic launchpad and role-based navigation

Solution
•• Risk analysis to highlight potential critical
access violations across the business
•• Integrated user-access management across
enterprise applications
•• Role management procedures in a user-friendly
language
•• Periodic certification of access assignments
and roles for security and compliance
•• Management of privileged access to support
emergency, or “firefighter,” activities
•• Device-independent SAP Fiori® user experience
to accelerate access requests and approvals
Benefits
•• Reduced access risk and lower potential
for internal fraud
•• Improved user experience and increased
productivity
•• Cost savings through streamlined access
governance activities enterprise-wide
•• Clear access audit trails by user, role,
transaction, and application
Learn more
For more on systematic access control,
visit us online.
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Governing Access Efficiently in a
Hyperconnected World
Digitalization increases access and security challenges exponentially. In an age of
mobile workforces, complex business networks, strict data protection requirements,
and ever-present identity and cybersecurity threats, you need robust access governance more than ever. You must give users appropriate access to applications and
data to perform their tasks, while ensuring that access governance processes prevent misuse and adhere to internal security policies and external compliance
regulations.
REDUCING FRICTION BETWEEN USERS AND
APPLICATIONS
To do their jobs in a digital world, internal and
external users must interact with applications that
are critical to conducting business. But increasing
numbers of rules for data protection, such as the
recently enacted General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for businesses active in the European
Union, continually add to the pressure to protect
privacy and personal data. You must strike a careful balance between granting users access to
business applications and ensuring the security
of those applications and the valuable data they
contain. That traditionally meant having users
complete a range of manual compliance and
security checks before you assign roles and
grant access. Such mechanisms can be timeconsuming, erecting a barrier between users and
their tools and causing delays to access approval
that decrease user productivity.

A key mission of effective access governance is
to reduce friction by making that access barrier
simpler to navigate while at the same time incorporating necessary checks to ensure security,
reduce application misuse, and mitigate the risk
of fraud. And as the pace of the marketplace
continues to accelerate toward real-time busi-

ness, user-access requests and changes must
also be speedy and accurate. You need to avoid
administrative delays so that business users can
get on with doing their jobs and improving your
business outcomes.
CONTROLLING WHO CAN HAVE ACCESS TO
WHAT
Clearly, you need a comprehensive approach to
governing who can have access to what systems,
applications, and data across your enterprise
without leaving your business open to noncompliant access. As many recent high-profile cases
have demonstrated, unauthorized users can
undertake fraudulent action that damages your
reputation and causes huge financial losses.

Regardless of the line of business employees
belong to, they each need a digital identity that
defines the entitlements they need to complete
their tasks. Whether they access your systems
from the office, their homes, or remote parts of
the world, such a digital identity grants them
entrance to areas where they can operate
securely in their business capacity. Figure 1 illustrates the ideal reach of a digital identity across
the enterprise.
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Figure 1: Digital Identity Management Across the Enterprise
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VIEWING SAP® ACCESS CONTROL FROM
A CONCEPTUAL LEVEL
The SAP® Access Control application incorporates best practices for managing users and

Reporting

Other business
applications

making the trade-offs between user convenience
and system security. The application divides the
mission of access governance conceptually into
five major tasks, illustrated in Figure 2.

Increasing numbers of rules for data protection
continually add to the pressure to protect privacy
and personal data.
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Figure 2: Key Elements of Access Governance
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Effective access governance reduces friction by
making the access barrier simpler to navigate while
at the same time incorporating necessary checks.
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Analyzing Risk and Monitoring Authorizations
The primary goal of risk analysis is to find and
remediate segregation-of-duties (SoD) and
critical-access violations. With SAP Access
Control, you can perform a cross-system analysis
of these violations in real time or in offline mode.
Either way, you identify potential risks using a
comprehensive rule set for the most common
business functions and associated risks.
WORKING WITH THE RULES SET
The rules set is based on best practices and
compatible with the SAP ERP application,
SAP S/4HANA®, and other similar software
applications. The rules let you monitor risks to
business applications throughout the enterprise
to establish a consistent policy and prevent
siloed approaches to separate environments.

If the analysis identifies violations, business
managers receive notification in user-friendly
terms and can review the issues and then act
to remediate the risks using a set of mitigating
controls you configure to meet your local requirements. Even after you conduct an initial cleanup,
new risks may arise on a daily basis as user
assignments and business needs change. Built-in
simulation functionality lets you examine the
effects of proposed authorization changes for
users and roles before modifying access rules.
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF MODERN
DASHBOARDS AND OVERVIEW PAGES
Efficient role-based, interactive dashboards such
as the one in Figure 3 capitalize on the modern
look of the SAP Fiori® user experience to help
you gain visibility into user-access assignments,
activities, and risks.

Figure 3: Cross-System Look at User and Role Assignments
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Overview pages in SAP Access Control give you
quick insight into areas such as:
•• Access requests by status, type, and due date
•• Service-level violations
•• Summaries of roles and users provisioned
•• Active approver delegations
•• Roles by type, generation date, and current phase
•• Count of authorizations in various roles
•• Information on emergency, or “firefighter,”
activities
•• Systems with firefighter SoD conflicts
•• History on user, role, and business process
access risks
•• Access risk occurrences
•• Active mitigation controls
•• Mitigation control usage
From the overview pages, you can also launch
reports on subjects such as role relationships and
usage, enterprise asset management issues, and
risk analysis.

Risk analysis helps you find and
remediate segregation-of-duties
and critical-access violations.
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Provisioning Users and Maintaining Roles
SAP Access Control automates the provisioning
of users and the design and maintenance of
business roles, building access-risk analysis into
those processes. The application collects transaction usage data and provides details on SoD
conflicts and critical transactions, with date and
time stamps and the IDs of users involved. You
can enable alert functions to notify process
owners when users execute transactions that
violate rules in your rule set. The application
also includes a self-service password change
mechanism and automates access management
activities throughout the employee lifecycle.
IDENTIFYING CONFLICTS AND APPROVING
ACCESS REQUESTS
Employees can request access and managers
can approve their requests using SAP Fiori apps
for access request and approval. Additional
mechanisms for access request and approval
include integration with:
•• HR software, including SAP SuccessFactors®
solutions, which can trigger changes to user
assignments based on new-hire, transfer, or
termination actions
•• The SAP Single Sign-On application, the
SAP Identity Management component, and
third-party identity management software
running through standard Web services

DEFINING AND SYNCHRONIZING ROLES
A configurable methodology for role definition
and maintenance helps you close the loop
between business and technical owners with
a collaborative role governance process and
end-to-end automation for user provisioning.
Comprehensive definition of business roles
reduces maintenance costs and improves the
user experience. You can apply definitions to
multiple roles at a time to simplify updates to
provisioning. And bulk maintenance capabilities
help you administer role approvers and role
owners efficiently.
MANAGING ACCESS ACROSS THE EXTENDED
ENTERPRISE
SAP Access Control includes access risk analysis
for SAP Fiori apps and for SAP S/4HANA, plus
emergency access for the SAP HANA® business
data platform. It provides integration to share
roles and privileges with SAP Identity Management as well.

Built-in simulation functionality
lets you examine the effects of
proposed authorization changes
before modifying access rules.
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Regulating Privileged Access and
Monitoring Usage
Business and IT users alike sometimes need
privileged or firefighter access to SAP ERP,
SAP S/4HANA, and analytic applications based
on SAP HANA. Accounting personnel may need
to post payments manually during month-end
close, for example. Or IT personnel may need
elevated access to troubleshoot critical business
systems. If access is too severely restricted,
costly and unproductive delays can occur during
approval and setup of such temporary new privileges. SAP Access Control helps you negotiate
these trade-offs by streamlining administration
of elevated permissions.
MANAGING EMERGENCY ACCESS
Closed-loop monitoring and management of
emergency access, including detailed displays
from firefighter logs, helps you monitor temporary assignments through careful postsession
tracking and reporting. You can rely on a built-in,

fully auditable process to manage emergency
access centrally for all SAP software systems.
You can track and resolve superuser inconsistencies online and ease the administration burden
by reducing the number of repetitive assignments. You can also capitalize on usage detail
during user-access reviews to determine whether
users need to maintain previously established
access to firefighter roles. The resulting savings
in user-access administration time become
especially significant when you upgrade software
or redesign security systems.
As illustrated in Figure 4, SAP Access Control
gives you proactive notification of conflicting
or sensitive firefighter actions so you can keep
a close eye on them and take remedial action
before damage occurs. The application keeps
a full audit trail of transactions executed and
risks flagged.

Figure 4: Sample Risk Violation Alerts for Sensitive Actions
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CERTIFYING AUTHORIZATIONS
SAP Access Control automates periodic certification
reviews, which help you ensure user assignments
remain consistent with job functions. Such procedures are required by law in most nations and
considered best practices in most industries even
when not mandated by government regulations.

Certification defines the scope of each review and
sends the set of reviews through an administrative
pass to help ensure each addresses the correct
reviewer and lists the correct users. Once that pass
is complete, the system distributes the reviews to
appropriate coordinators, who follow up to complete
them in a specified time period. The reviews include
recommended remediation activities for SoD and
critical access risks, to help you minimize audit time
and cost downstream.

Periodic certification reviews help
you ensure user assignments remain
consistent with job functions.
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Regulating Access Even in Hybrid Environments
In hybrid environments in which you move portions of your business to the cloud, functionality
in the SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance
offering helps address additional access-control
needs in the cloud.

CONNECTING TO CLOUD APPLICATIONS
SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance works
with SAP Access Control to manage access wherever your applications are on the bridge between
the on-premise and cloud world. It connects
you to solutions such as SAP S/4HANA Cloud,
SAP Ariba® solutions, and SAP SuccessFactors
solutions as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The Access Control Bridge to the Cloud
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This thorough, systematic approach to access
governance in hybrid environments helps you
extend the access governance capabilities across

business systems to implement a unified,
enterprise-wide approach to access governance.

Closed-loop monitoring and management of
emergency access, including detailed displays
from firefighter logs, helps you monitor temporary
assignments.
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TALLYING THE BENEFITS
The SAP Access Control application helps you:
•• Reduce access risk and lower potential for
internal fraud
•• Improve the user experience and increase
productivity
•• Achieve cost savings through streamlined
access governance activities enterprise-wide
•• Support compliance with clear access audit trails
by user, role, transaction, and application

With SAP Access Control in your toolbox, you
have several useful methods at your fingertips for
governing access and managing the trade-offs
between productivity and security. With the help
of SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance, even
in hybrid environments, you have the foundation
necessary for controlling access while minimizing
the potential impacts of access risk.

You can enable alert
functions to notify process owners when users
execute transactions
that violate your rules.

Wherever you are on your digital transformation
journey, you can make sure your whole organization
travels safely.
For more on SAP Access Control and other
SAP governance, risk, and compliance solutions,
visit us online.
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